Cognimatics Newsletter June 2016

Hi,

Earlier this month we announced Axis Communications’ acquisition of Cognimatics. In this newsletter we have
some more product related news.

Pre-calibration of TrueView People Counter® for the AXIS M30-series

TrueView People Counter® is now pre-calibrated for the recently launched AXIS M30-series, AXIS M3044-V,

M3045-V, and M3046-V. Pre-calibration brings you faster and easier calibration and installation. We recommend
the M3044-V as the replacement model for M3004-V. As a replacement for M3006-V we recommend the
M3045-V. List of camera models for TrueView People Counter® please see:
http://cognimatics.com/Products/TrueView-People-Counter/Tech-Specs

More information about the AXIS M30-series can be found here: http://www.axis.com/global/en/products/axis-m30series

End of Life announcement for TrueView Bicycle®, TrueView Parking®, and applications on the Samsung
Open Platform.

During the last couple of years Cognimatics has been focusing strongly on developing applications mainly for retail
locations. TrueView Parking® and TrueView Bicycle® have been niche applications within their field. As of today,
we announce that these two applications will reach their end of life by 31.12.2016, which is also the End of Sale

(EOS) date. On the EOS date, the applications are removed from the price list and no longer available for purchase.
The End of Life announcement also includes the End of Support (EOST) date, which in this case is one year after
the EOS date.

As announced, Axis Communications acquired Cognimatics on June 3rd. Moving forward, Cognimatics will focus

exclusively on developing applications for the Axis camera platform. Therefore, the application on the Samsung
Open Platform is end of life and end of sales with immediate effect.

Case study

Learn more about how Kyoto Railway Museum shows Japan’s steps toward modernization through its railway
history and ensures the customer experience with the use of modern technology.

http://cognimatics.com/Solutions/Other-locations/Case-Study-Kyoto-Railway-Museum
Follow us on LinkedIn

We reached an important milestone with 500 followers on LinkedIn on May 1st. For frequent updates, please follow
us at www.linkedin.com/company/cognimatics
Best regards,
Cognimatics

